Housing needs of the society is a basic requirement. The surge in demand is that the existence of a backlog that reached up to 15 million, it took enough supplies to handle the deficit of demand. The growth of this sector in terms of consumption of the construction sector, but it has multiplier effect. So, it can support the growth of industries. Thus, demand of property will continue to increase along with the growth of economic activity. On the credit of the property, the credit growth in Indonesia is high enough to exceed the expectations, but the last months, the movement of property loans has decreased and coupled with the deteriorating condition of some Indonesian macroeconomic variables that makes it slowed the growth of the sector and will increase the risk of credit default. This study is conducted to analyze and model the policies of central bank and government on housing fulfillment and creating economic growth, particularly in the property sector. Based on simulation results, from 5 scenarios show that each scenarios work partially to the development of this sector. Thus, it needs synchronization of central bank and government that is combination of each scenarios. Based on combination scenarios results, optimistic scenario (increasing BI rate, decreasing LTV, increasing tax tariff, resettlement, and giving landed house and apartment proportion) shows positive impacts for this sector. It can decrease land occupied rate, so it can increase efficiency land but not for investment of land. In the other hand, it also compete in income per capita and economic growth.
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